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The capacity of an artificial recharge field to alter organic matter and the bacterial flora of surface water was assessed by following changes in bacterial communities and composition of natural organic matter (NOM) over the first meter of infiltration depth. The sampling strategy applied in this study ensured that water samples consisted only of infiltrated water, excluding natural groundwater. Water was sampled at 50 and 100 cm below the surface of an infiltration basin divided into two halves; one side was dried and frozen and one was infiltrating water during the winter period prior to the sampling period. Bacterial cell counts, proportions of intact cells and community fingerprints were determined by flow cytometry, and NOM was characterized using total organic carbon (TOC), UV$_{254}$ nm-absorbance (UVA) and fluorescence spectroscopy. Around 40% of the NOM was removed after only 50 cm. Protein-like components were reduced to a larger extent (45–50%) than the humic-like components (25%), suggesting removal of mostly biodegradable fractions of NOM. After only 50 cm of infiltration, about 99% total cell count (TCC) was removed. The flow cytometric data revealed that the bacterial communities collected after infiltration from the basin area that had been dried and frozen were more similar to those in the raw water. This suggests that drying and freezing the basin negatively impacted its treatment capacity. The results from this study highlight the importance of a well-developed biofilm and unsaturated zone for artificial recharge.

1 Introduction

Managed aquifer recharge (MAR) is a common way of producing drinking water in Sweden,1 Europe and the world,2,3 where water treatment plants (WTPs) recharge the groundwater by infiltrating surface water through infiltration basins. The technique utilizes the natural biological treatment processes that occur when surface water slowly infiltrates and percolates through surface soils and becomes groundwater. During infiltration, natural organic matter (NOM), bacteria and viruses are removed,4 and a substantial part of the removal is thought to occur in the top unsaturated and biologically active layer.5–7 The accumulation of NOM and biomass on the bottom of the basin slows the infiltration rate and therefore introduces oxygen under the infiltration basins, creating an unsaturated zone.8 In general, over 50% of NOM is removed during artificial recharge,4,9–11 although this percentage varies depending on soil composition, infiltration rates, temperatures, distance between recharge area and sampling points, mixing of artificial and natural groundwater, and biofilm development. The latter is particularly important for removal of small particles, such as bacteria and viruses, considering the comparably large pore size (around 60 μm for slow sand filters) of the sand beds.3

Groundwater recharge is similar to slow sand filtration (SSF), where well-developed biofilms are important for their performance, for the removal of organic matter and microorganisms.12 Biofilms improve not only the function of
SSFs but also the functioning of granulated active carbon filters (GACs) and rapid sand filters (RSFs). Flow cytometry has been used to look more closely at microbial communities in water supply systems: including the influence of biofilms in sand filters and distribution systems on microbial communities in drinking water was shown. Flow cytometry has also been used to monitor microbial communities in other contexts, such as microbial breakthroughs to the groundwater after precipitation.

The strategy of artificially infiltrating water from various sources to replenish the natural groundwater and using aquifers for water supply storage, seasonally or year round, is suggested as one potential strategy for mitigating water shortage for irrigation and other uses. However, little is known about the specifics of when surface water becomes groundwater during managed aquifer recharge (e.g. through infiltration basins). This is an important aspect, not only for seasonal water storage but also for MAR plants. Numerous studies have been published on the treatment performance of groundwater recharge by comparing surface water quality and water collected in wells.

Several studies have investigated chemical and microbial changes during infiltration in soil columns and infiltration fields; however, little is known about specific structural changes in organic matter and microbial communities in the natural environment without the interference of natural groundwater. Understanding these processes can inform management strategies and optimization of MAR. This study investigates compositional changes and removal of NOM and bacteria during the first 1 m of MAR. The hypothesis was that different management processes of the infiltration basin, such as drying and freezing, would impact treatment performance and that this impact would be clearly described by the sampling strategy applied in this study. As the location of the samplers ensured that water samples consisted only of infiltrated water, excluding natural groundwater, changes introduced only to the filtrate water quality during the first metre of infiltration to be determined.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Site description

This study was conducted at Vomb Water Works, an MAR plant in southern Sweden with 54 infiltration basins excavated in an infiltration field of glaciofluvial deposits22 (ESI† Fig. A1). Source water from Lake Vomb is pretreated by micro sieving (40 μm) before the water is channeled to the infiltration basins. Once in the basins, the lake water infiltrates at a rate of approximately 0.4 m d⁻¹ and becomes groundwater. After about two to three months the water is collected in 114 wells located about 200 meters from the ponds and pumped to the treatment plant, where the groundwater is aerated, softened and filtered through rapid sand filters (RSFs) before adding monochloramine and pumping it out to the municipalities. Maintenance of the recharge ponds follows certain seasonal patterns, whereby basins are taken into operation in late autumn–winter to ensure the development of the biofilm before algae blooms in late summer. Once there is too much resistance in the bottom of the basin (biofloculation), usually after about 1.5 year, they are emptied, skimmed and allowed to dry and freeze over winter. The reason for this is to increase permeability through drying and cracking the bottom of the basins.

The catchment area around Lake Vomb is dominated by agricultural land, which causes the lake to be hypertrophic and strong seasonal algae blooms. As a result, the lake experiences a high turnover of organic matter, and receives substantial amount of organic matter originating from the agricultural land. The small amount of forest in the catchment area results in comparatively lower amounts of humic acid in the lake.

In this study, an infiltration basin was divided into two halves, A and B (Fig. 1). Basin A was treated the same way as the other infiltration basins at the water treatment plant (WTP) at the time of the study. The top 5 cm of the basin surface was skimmed after allowing the basin to dry and freeze over winter. Basin B was skimmed without freezing. This was achieved by continuing to feed water into the basin throughout winter. Both halves received pretreated water filtered through 40 μm disc filters, and taken into operation (May 28th, 2018) at the same time.

2.2 Water sampling

Tension-free soil solution collectors (Prenart soil solution collectors, Prenart Equipment APS, Denmark; Buckingham et al., 2008) were installed below the surface under the infiltration basin but above the natural groundwater table at two different depths and on both A and B sides; 50 and 100 cm, for a total of 16 samplers (A1-50, A1-100, A2-50, A2-100, A3-50, A3-100, A4-50, A4-100, B1-50, B1-100, B2-50, B2-100, B3-50, B3-100, B4-50 and B4-100) (Fig. 1). All samplers were installed in a line, 5 m between each sampler pair (i.e. A1-50 and A1-100), stretching away from the water inlet. A1-50, for example, refers to the first sampler 5 m away from the inlet at 50 cm below the surface under basin A. A-50 and B-50
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refers to all the samplers at 50 cm under basin A and B. Each sampler was connected by a Teflon tube to a 2 liter collection bottle. Vacuum was applied to the bottles using a vacuum pump. Samples were collected from each sampler, source water (raw water entering basin B after the 40 μm microsieves) and both basins once a week from the July 4th to November 21st, 2018. The total amount of samples from each sampling point (19 locations) and for each measurement was 19 (one every week), where triplicates were taken for each sample. Water samples for fluorescence spectroscopy were collected for three weeks from 7th to 21st of November from the raw water, samplers B2-50, B2-100, B3-50, B3-100, B4-50 and B4-100.

The day before samples were collected, vacuum (~0.6 bar) was applied to each sample collection bottle to ensure adequate sample volume. The following day, water for NOM analysis was collected from all the bottles. Chromophoric dissolved organic matter (CDOM) Samples were collected in ashed amber glass bottles and stored at 4 °C until measurement. Vacuum was applied again on half the samplers (A3-50, A3-100, A4-50, A4-100, B3-50, B3-100, B4-50 and B4-100), and 3 mL samples were collected in sterile falcon tubes incased in 50 mL tubes with a membrane lid, for flow cytometry. All samples were ice cooled and stored overnight at 4 °C until analyses. All water samples taken from the groundwater, i.e. from the soil water samplers, are referred to as infiltrated water, and samples taken from the source water, i.e. filtered water from Lake Vomb, are referred to as raw water. The samples taken from the infiltration basins are referred to as basin water.

Two samplers seen in ESI† Fig. A2a (B2-50 and B2-100) and three samplers seen in ESI† Fig. A2b (B1-50, B2-50 and B2-100) initially showed higher values (TOC and UVA) than the raw water, indicating that there were sources of NOM additional to the raw water. This was likely caused by organic matter in the soil in those locations. The three samplers (B1-50, B2-50 and B2-100) were therefore excluded for the whole study period. Additionally, no infiltrated water samples were could be taken from sampler A1-100. ESI† Fig. A3 shows the results (including all samplers) from the TOC (ESI† Fig. A2a) and UVA (ESI† Fig. A2b) measurements.

2.3 Analytical methods

2.3.1 Flow cytometry analysis. Water samples were measured for total cell count (TCC) and intact cell count (ICC) using the dyes SYBR Green I and propidium iodide (PI) (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany), according to ref. 12, 27 and 28. For measurements of TCC, 495 μL water sample at room temperature was added to a 5 μL 1:100 mixture of SYBR Green I (10 000×) and dimethyl sulfoxide DMSO, resulting in a 1× SYBR Green I final concentration. For measurements of ICC, 494 μL water sample at room temperature was added to a 6 μL 1:6 (50 to 250 μL) mixture of PI and 100× SYBR Green I, to a final PI and SYBR Green I concentration of 3 μM and 1×, respectively. After the dye addition, the samples were vortexed and incubated in the dark for 15 min at 37 °C. After incubation, the samples were vortexed again and analysed using a BD Accuri C6 plus flow cytometer (BD Bioscience) equipped with a 50 mW laser (488 nm). For each sampling rack, Millipore water was placed between triplicates of water samples, and 50 μL was analysed for each water sample. The TCC, ICC, fluorescent fingerprint, low (LNA) and high nucleic acid (HNA) content were calculated and determined based on gating strategies according to Prest et al. (2013),28 using one defined gate for all samples. Additional gates were applied to the water samples to follow specific changes in bacterial community populations in the raw water. The applied gates were low LNA (L-LNA), high LNA (H-LNA) and new HNA (N-HNA) and can be seen in ESI† Fig. A3. The data was processed using FlowJo software from Tree Star Inc, USA.

2.3.2 Chemical analysis. Optical properties (absorbance and fluorescence) of the dissolved organic matter (DOM) were measured within 48 hours after sampling. Prior to measurements, the water samples were filtered through preflushed 0.45 μm cellulose acetate filter.

Fluorescence and absorbance were measured simultaneously in a 1 cm quartz cuvette at 20 °C using an Aqualog spectrofluorometer (Horiba Scientific). Excitation and emission matrices (EEMs) were collected with 2 s integration time with excitation wavelengths spanned from 240 to 650 nm in 3 nm increments and emission wavelengths spanned from 249 to 700 nm in 3.33 nm increments. Blank EEMs were acquired daily using both a sealed water blank and a Milli-Q sample.

Using parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC), fluorescence EEMs were decomposed to underlying fluorescence spectra ('components') and the relative intensity of each component ('score').29 PARAFAC modelling was conducted using the N-way and drEEM toolboxes for MATLAB.30,31 Prior to modelling, the EEM dataset (n = 18) was processed to remove the Raman and Rayleigh scatter bands and correct for inner filter effects and fluorescence intensities were converted to Raman units (RU). A four-component PARAFAC model explained 99.9% of the total variance in the EEM dataset (ESI† Fig. A4). Three identified components have fluorescence spectra characteristic of humic-like organic matter: C1 (λexc/em: 320/410 nm), C2 (λexc/em: 360/460 nm), C4 (λexc/em: 420/510 nm). Another is characteristic of protein-like fluorescence: C3 (λexc/em: 290/390 nm).

Fluorescence index (FI) was also calculated for each sample using the ratio of fluorescence emission intensity (470 nm/520 nm) at 370 nm excitation.32 Fluorescence index (FI) is frequently used to infer the DOM source with low ratios (≈1.2) indicating territorially-dominated NOM sources and high ratios (≈1.8) indicating predominantly microbial sources.33 All samples had similar FI values with the averaged value of 1.57 ± 0.01 suggesting that microbial sources were slightly more dominant than terrestrial sources for the DOM in the studied sampling sites.

All samples were tested for total organic carbon (TOC) and UV absorbance (UVA) using a TOC analyser (TOC-L,
Shimadzu) and spectrophotometer (DR 5000, Hach Lange), respectively. TOC samples taken from the raw water, basin A and B were filtered through a cell strainer (40 μm) before the analyses. The UVA was measured at λ = 254 nm using a 5 cm cuvette, which is the same sample protocol as used in the WTP. Specific ultraviolet absorbance (SUVA) was calculated as the ratio of UVA and TOC (UVA/TOC) and is referred to as SUVATOC. The percentage dissolved organic matter (DOC) in TOC from Lake Vomb was about 93% ± 5%.

2.3.3 Statistical analysis. Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) is an ordination technique based on distance or dissimilarity. NMDS was used to visualize the differences in microbial communities based on infiltration basin performance, where the data was taken from gated populations of flow cytometric dot plots, as seen in ref. 12. The statistical calculations were conducted in R using flowCORE and modified flowCHIC packages through a script developed by Niklas Gador at Kristianstad University, Sweden. Because all flow cytometric samples had vastly different cell counts (i.e. raw water samples as opposed to infiltrated water samples), the script randomly selected events equivalent to the sample with the lowest event count. For testing differences in treatment performance, Pearson correlation coefficient calculations and Student’s t-tests were conducted.

3 Results

3.1 NOM removal efficiency

In this section, the results from the chemical parameters (TOC, UVA, SUVATOC and fluorescence spectroscopy) describe the water quality changes during infiltration. Fig. 2 shows the results from the TOC (Fig. 2a), UVA (Fig. 2b) and SUVATOC (Fig. 2c) measurements depending on the raw water temperature.

The SUVATOC (UVA:TOC ratio) is relatively constant for all samples up to about 20 °C, where an increase is observed (Fig. 2c). The opposite is seen in Fig. 2a, where TOC decreases when raw water temperatures are above 20 °C. This indicates a change in NOM composition depending on raw water temperature. The seasonal NOM changes in lakes likely caused by precipitation and microbial activity could be an explanation for this trend. Over the whole study period, the raw water temperature was positively correlated to UVA (0.80 and ρ < 0.05) and SUVATOC (0.60 and ρ < 0.05), and with no correlations to TOC. The temporal changes in the TOC of the source water were reflected by the TOC of the samples collected at 50 and 100 cm depth. This response illustrates the rapid infiltration rates and the sensitivity of the initially infiltrated water to changes in the raw water quality. The results from Fig. 2a and b also show a clear separation between samples taken from the raw water, basin A and B and the infiltrated water samples taken from the soil water samplers. There was a highly significant difference in TOC between the raw water and the infiltrated water, ρ < 10^-10, and on average 37.1% of the TOC content was removed within one meters biofiltration. The UVA difference between raw water and the average infiltrated water was also significant, ρ < 10^-10, and the reduction was on average 33.5%. The t-test showed that the TOC was likely removed to a larger extent than UVA (ρ < 0.1). There was a significant difference in UVA between the average of all infiltrated water samples from basin A compared to B (μUVA = 0.011). The results also showed that the TOC was likely lower in the infiltrated water samples under basin A (ρ < 0.1). Lastly, there was no significant difference for TOC and UVA measurements between samplers, individual or average, in vertical line with each other, e.g. A3-50 and A3-100 or A-50 and A-100. The complete list of mean values, variance and p-values (one and two tailed tests) can be seen in ESI Table A1.
For three weeks from the 7th to 21st of November samples for fluorescence spectroscopy measurement were taken from the raw water and sampling points B3-50, B3-100, B4-50 and B4-100. The results from these measurements can be seen in ESI† Fig. A4. Fluorescent fraction of dissolved organic matter decreased significantly in the first 50 cm of the infiltration basin, being consistent with the results obtained from TOC and UVA. The fluorescence intensity of four PARAFAC
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**Fig. 3** Changes in bacterial communities. The figure shows (a) TCC, (b) % ICC, (c) % HNA, (d) % L-LNA, (e) % H-LNA and (f) % N-HNA from raw water and all individual soil water samplers.
components were compared between the raw water, 50 cm and 100 cm depths at both sampling locations (B3 and B4). Greater reduction was observed in protein-like component (C4) compared to the three humic-like components with C3 reducing between 33-35% in the first 50 cm while humic-like components (C1, C2 and C4) reducing less than 21% (ESI† Table A1). The average TOC removal over the same three-week period was around 40% after the first 50 cm of the infiltration and remained unchanged in the second half of infiltration. Similar results were observed using the UVA measurements, where UVA decrease with about 30% after the first 50 cm. This means that SUVA_{TOC} increased after infiltration, which was also shown for the whole study period and implies preferential removal of non-aromatic compounds.

3.2 Bacteria community dynamics

This section shows the results from the flow cytometric measurements taken from the raw water, samplers A3-50, A3-100, A4-50, A4-100, B3-50, B3-100, B4-50 and B4-100. Fig. 3 shows the variations in TCC, % ICC, % HNA, % L-LNA, % H-LNA and % N-HNA over the whole period.

Fig. 3a shows that about 99% of cells were removed due to infiltration of raw water into the soil. The cell count in the raw water varies a lot each week, around 3 x 10^6 to 1 x 10^7 cells per mL over the whole period, especially during the mid to late summer months (July to September). Later in the year, the cell count in the raw water varied less and slowly decreases towards the end of the year. The cell count in the infiltrated water varied less, around 6 x 10^5 to 3 x 10^5 cells per mL, with one exception on the 21st of November. This sampling point, B3-50, showed a high cell count around 10^6 cells per mL. As seen in ESI† Table A2, the TCC in the raw water is significantly higher than the average TCC taken from the infiltrated water ($p < 10^{-5}$). There were no significant differences in TCC between all infiltrated water samples from A and B-side, and no significant change was observed in infiltrated water samples between 50 and 100 cm.

Similar to the TCC results, the percent ICC varied more in the raw water than the infiltrated water with a couple exceptions (Fig. 3b), one on the 4th of July (A4-100 at 24%) and one at the 31st of October (A3-50 at 11%). Overall, the ICC in the raw water varied about 7 and 80% and was significantly lower ($p < 10^{-3}$) than the average percent infiltrated water ICC (ESI† Table A2), where the individual infiltrated water samples varied between 11 to 98%. On average, the % ICC was significantly higher in the infiltrated water samples under basin B (80%) compared with basin A (74%). The results also show that the % ICC stayed the same after 100 cm of infiltration.

Contrary to the TCC and % ICC, the % HNA varies more in the infiltrated water than in the raw water (Fig. 3c). Over the whole period, the % HNA in the raw water varies between 13 and 29% while the infiltrated water samples vary between 11 and 82%. As seen in ESI† Table A2, this increase in percent HNA in the raw water compared to the average HNA (%) in the infiltrated water was significant ($p < 10^{-16}$). All infiltrated water samples from under basin A contains significantly less % HNA than samples taken from under basin B (see ESI† Table A2), and significant changes with infiltration depth mostly occurred under basin B.

For % L-LNA, % H-LNA and % N-HNA, the infiltrated water under basin B had in general changed more during infiltration compared to the infiltrated water under basin A (Fig. 3d-f). The % L-LNA had significantly decreased when comparing the raw water with all samplers from each side separately. There were however no changes between some of the individual infiltrated water samples from A-side and raw water, indicating less consistent performance of basin A. There was also a likely change between B-50 and B-100 ($p = 0.11$) and no change between A-50 and A-100. On average, the % L-LNA in the raw water, all infiltrated water samples under basin A and B were 40, 35 and 16%, where the % L-LNA was significantly lower in the infiltrated water under basin B compared to A (ESI† Table A2). Basin A and B performed similarly in reducing the % H-LNA, where the largest changed occurred during the first 50 cm followed by minor changes between 50 and 100 cm (ESI† Table A2). On average, infiltrated water samples under basin B had significantly lower % H-LNA compared to basin A. Similar to % HNA, the % N-HNA increase after infiltration from 34% in the raw water to 55% for A-side and to 77% for B-side. The % N-HNA also increased between the infiltrated water samples at 50 and 100 cm under basin B ($p = 0.06$) The same was not observed for samplers under basin A.

The similarities between the raw water and infiltrated water under basin A can be seen in the NMDS-plot in Fig. 4. Infiltrated water samples from both sides and raw water, form three overlapping groups. The NMDS-plot summarizes the previous results, without taking the fingerprint profiles (i.e. LNA, HNA etc.) into consideration, showing that samples from A-side are closer to the raw water than samples from the B-side. Similar to the bacterial fingerprint results in ESI† Fig. A3, the same exceptions are found closer to the raw water cluster (B3-50 and B4-100).

The study started in July and ended in November allowing for changes from summer to winter to be observed. During this time, the raw water temperature ranged from around 20 °C in the beginning to about 6 °C in the end. The results show that there were no correlations between raw water temperature and any bacterial community parameters (e.g. TCC, % ICC and % HNA) for all infiltrated water samples. However, there was a significant ($p < 0.05$) positive correlation between raw water TCC, HNA, L-LNA, H-LNA, N-HNA and raw water temperature ($R_{TCC}^2 = 0.50$, $R_{HNA}^2 = 0.55$, $R_{L-LNA}^2 = 0.37$, $R_{H-LNA}^2 = 0.38$ and $R_{N-HNA}^2 = 0.47$). The % HNA and % H-LNA significantly ($p < 0.05$) increased ($R_{TCC}^2 = 0.33$ and $R_{N-HNA}^2 = 0.25$) with raw water temperature and % L-LNA decreased with temperature ($R_{L-LNA}^2 = 0.25$, $p < 0.05$). The % N-HNA also likely increased...
(R²_NHNA = 0.12, p < 0.1) with temperature. This shows that the bacteria with more DNA are increasing more than the bacteria with less DNA when raw water temperatures increase. An overview of all the results can be seen in ESI† Fig. A5.

4 Discussion

4.1 Differences in basin treatment performance

The performance of the two halves of the basin were very similar based on the TOC and UVA measurements. There was no significant difference after 50 cm of infiltration between the two halves. However, the UVA was significantly lower under basin A (p < 0.05) after 100 cm of infiltration. This suggests that NOM removal rates mostly depend on retention times rather than basin management. The different retention times in the recharge field comes from the natural variability of the geology in Vomb infiltration fields\textsuperscript{38} and possibly from different infiltration rates in the unsaturated zone.\textsuperscript{39}

The TCC in the infiltrated water samples showed that there were no significant differences in basin performance. However, the compositional changes in the microbial communities in the infiltrated water showed a substantial difference between the two basin halves. After 100 cm of infiltration, there were still no significant differences between the two basin halves overall. The similarities between samples under basin A and the raw water can clearly be seen in the NMDS-plot, where the groups are closely situated. The difference in basin performance was also shown in Fig. 3c–f, where infiltrated water samples under basin B moved further away from the raw water after infiltration. Even though the majority of bacterial community change occurred after 50 cm of infiltration on both sides, more significant change occurred between 50 and 100 cm under basin B compared to basin A (ESI† Table A2). The % ICC in the infiltrated water was also higher under basin B indicating differences in basin performance. This is a strong indication that basin management impacts the microbial community more than retention times in first meter of infiltration.

In summary, drying and freezing the basin resulted in significant differences in the bacterial community in the infiltrated water, and with on significant differences in the basins capacity to remove organic matter after the first meter of infiltration. Depending on the conditions, an argument could be made for both drying and not drying the infiltration basins. For Vomb Water Works, restarting the recharge to the basins directly after cleaning makes sense for a couple of reasons. Directly restarting basins would free up more surface area and at the same time limit high infiltration rates on small surface areas in the beginning, before a well-developed biofilm is established. Experiences from other WTPs in Sweden have shown that letting basins dry is not an option due to limited infiltration space.\textsuperscript{39} On the other hand, drying the basin could be a viable option when the permeability of the infiltration field is low\textsuperscript{40} or when using infiltration to create a hydraulic barrier.\textsuperscript{41} However, drying the basins might negatively affect the microbial barrier and the increased permeability is likely only temporary.\textsuperscript{42}
4.2 General water quality changes during infiltration

The high variation of ICC and TCC in the raw water samples (Fig. 3a and b) show the rapid changes in Lake Vomb, which might be influenced by the anthropogenic effects on the lake (i.e. nutrients from agriculture and wastewater from single households). After 50 cm of infiltration, TCC was removed by about 99%, through adsorption to the biofilm and the physical filtering effect of the soil pores (including the soil water samplers). This was in line with the observed NOM-reduction, where the most significant reduction occurred during the first 50 cm of infiltration. The large decrease of organic matter in the first 50 cm is predominately the removal of biodegradable fraction of NOM. This was observed in the fluorescence intensity of the four PARAFAC-components, where protein-like components were reduced to a larger extent than the humic-like components. The favourable reduction of protein-like components are likely due to adsorption and degradation, but could also be influenced by physical filtration. The heterogenetic reduction of NOM is also supported by the observed likely increase in SUVA TOC from raw water to the infiltrated water samples, which is an indication of a higher reduction of biodegradable organic matter content. In this case, TOC was reduced by about 37.1% and UVA by about 33.5% (p = 0.075). As discussed in McCarthy et al. (1996), it is useful to look at NOM transport in terms of chemical heterogeneity rather than bulk transport. One interpretation drawn from this could be that raw water sources with higher SUVA values might benefit more from longer retention times (distance and time from recharge to extraction), and less from thick unsaturated zones. The opposite could be true for raw water sources with low SUVA values.

The average % ICC increased after infiltration and with no significant change between 50 and 100 cm. The increase in % ICC during infiltration was expected and has also been observed by Chan et al., (2018) and Lautenschlager et al., (2014) when measuring SSF influent and effluent. In these studies (when treating a pre-treated raw water with SSF) and what has been observed in the finished drinking water at Vomb WW, the % HNA decreases after the SSFs and after artificial recharge. The feed water to a SSF differs from surface water used for managed aquifer recharge (MAR), where surface water is rich in biodegradable NOM and could support microbial growth, observed as an increase in HNA-bacteria. The observed % HNA increase may also be due to a majority removal of slow-growing LNA-bacteria from the raw water, and that the following weeks before groundwater abstraction, when biodegradable NOM is depleted, an exchange between the biofilm and groundwater occurs. According to Chan et al. (2016) the TCC in the raw water and the collected well water at Vomb WW were about 5.9 × 10^6 ± 4.7 × 10^4 and 4.6 × 10^4 ± 4.0 × 10^3, respectively. These results match what this study observed in the raw water, however, the average TCC in the infiltrated water samples was 7.4 × 10^4 cells per mL (ESI† Table A2). This indicates that the interactions between the biofilm and the infiltrated water during the remaining time before extraction involves a shift of the microbial community towards LNA bacteria and an increase in TCC. The TCC increase between the infiltrated water and the well water could be growth of LNA bacteria and biofilm detachment.

4.3 NOM and microbial community interactions

For the infiltrated water samples, there were no correlations between raw water temperature and the presented variables. However, the microbial community in the raw water was strongly affected by raw water temperature. As the raw water temperature decreased so did the TCC and all subgroups (L-LNA, H-LNA, N-HNA and HNA), which would reflect the increase of biomass when temperature rises. The bacterial community in the raw water also changed over time, where the % L-LNA decreased and % H-LNA, % N-HNA and % HNA increased with increasing raw water temperature. At the same time, SUVA TOC (UVA:TOC ratio) increased in the higher temperature range (around 20 to 24 °C), which coincides with the summer months (July and August). This is likely influenced by the seasonal algae blooms that occur in Lake Vomb during July to September. Higher cell counts in raw waters have also been observed during summer, in Finland. We would argue that these results show the interaction between the microbial community and the change in organic matter composition in the raw water, where the larger species start to outcompete the smaller species during summer and that bioavailable organic carbon decreases in the raw water by accumulation in cells. Li et al. (2012) suggested that DOC might have a strong influence on microbial community composition and diversity in managed aquifer recharge systems, which could suggest that the changes in raw water temperature and seasonal algae blooms, together with NOM dynamics could affect the bacterial communities in the groundwater. These results indicate that changes WTPs might impose to either reduce organic matter before infiltration (e.g. chemical flocculation) or changing of raw water sources, will affect the microbial communities and therefore also the performance of the infiltration process.

4.4 Infiltration basin monitoring

Based on the results, it would seem sensible to conduct sampling and chemical analysis on infiltrated water samples up to about 50 cm below the surface. This could of course vary in other cases, especially if infiltration rates are higher. Nonetheless, we would expect to detect noticeable NOM changes mostly in the topsoil layers. This was not true for changes in bacterial communities, where changes were detectable after 100 cm of infiltration. This could be an important aspect to consider when planning sampling strategies for artificial recharge when monitoring changes in NOM and bacterial communities.

The possible breakthrough on the 21th November in sampling point B3-50 was observed in the TCC, fingerprints and NMDS-plot (Fig. 3a, ESI† A3 and 4), which might be
useful in different situations. For online TCC measurements, breakthroughs would be easily detected by operators as was shown in Besmer and Hammes (2016). At the same time, visualizing the bacterial community fingerprints might be a useful tool for operators to detect the breakthroughs that do not give high TCC values. In ESI† Fig. A2, there were two other samples that clearly deviated in sampling location B. These two samples were from B4-50 and B4-100, B4-100 showed high TCC values. B4-50 showed fingerprints resembling that of samples taken from A-side, but without high TCC values. This means that WTPs could benefit from monitoring the fingerprints and not only the TCC for possible irregularities. These exceptions also illustrate the uncertainty in water quality improvements in the early stages of treatment.

5 Conclusion

The results from this study highlights the importance of a well-developed top layer biofilm and unsaturated zone, where a majority of the removal of NOM and microorganisms occurred after 50 cm of infiltration. The main conclusions can be summarized as follows:

- Drying and freezing the basin negatively affected the performance of the basin when it comes to influencing the bacterial communities in the infiltrated water.
- The TCC was removed by about 99% after only 50 cm of infiltration.
- After the first 50 cm, TOC and UVA were removed by about 37.1 and 35.5%, respectively, resulting in a SUVA\textsubscript{TOC} (UVA:TOC ratio) increase.
- Protein-like components were reduced to a larger extent (33–35%) than the humic-like components (21%).
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